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New Strategic Plan—Al Masar— 2018/2023
Every five years, the University reviews its mission and vision and determines
strategic goals to achieve these over the next 5 year period. SU began its review of
the 2013/17 strategic plan with members from each Faculty, the EMC, and a
representation of support service staff to decide the direction of the University from
September 2018 to 2023.
The University identified 4 new Goals and a series of Objectives (Engage) and
Strategies (Transform) to help Deans, Directors and Managers determine
operational plans for each Faculty and Department that outline each staff members
role in achieving Al Masar .
Al Masar has been shared with all University stakeholders and operational
plans have been submitted with a series of actions and targets.

Mission
Engaging minds
transforming lives and
serving the community

Vision
To provide access and
opportunity to build a
knowledge nation

Values
 Ethics
 Inclusion
 Commitment
 Creativity
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Academic Support Services
In September 2018, the University appointed Ms. Neetu Reu as the Coordinator
for Academic Support Services which is located in the LRC, Level 2. Neetu was
previously teaching in the GFP and had worked closely with other GFP
colleagues in developing the services provided to students in the Learner
Support Majlis and the Writing Centre.
Since taking up the role, Neetu has put together a holistic plan to enhance
student wellness and to provide a comprehensive list of academic support
workshops and training for students at all levels.
A new Research Corner has opened in the Writing Studio, and a Maths and IT
Lab are now open to students from 8-4pm daily.
In October alone, almost 1000 students attended a range of activities and events
organized by ASS. In addition to GFP staff support, TAs from Engineering and
FCIT have offered their services as well as several faculty staff members who
have given a number of workshops in English and Arabic. This initiative has big
a huge success and we encourage you all to give your full support to providing
access and opportunity to all our students!
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Corporate Governance
Framework Charter approved
by BoG
The Corporate Governance Framework Charter is designed to serve as a
resource guide for members of the different Boards, Committees, Executive

Management and other constituents within the University to help them
understand the University governance arrangements and how they can
participate collectively in achieving common goals. This Charter was updated in
October 2018 and approved by the Board of Governors.
The charter is available in Q Drive.

Role of Faculty
Administrator

Since May 2018, the University appointed new faculty administration staff in all
faculties. The Faculty Administrator is responsible for supporting the Dean in
ensuring that all administrative activities and requirements run smoothly and
the Dean, staff, students and University administrative needs are met.
In addition, the Administrator liaises with the Directorate of Institutional
Planning and Effectiveness staff to ensure that all quality standards are
maintained.
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SU Corporate
Style and Colors
SU Corporate Colors
Find new SU Corporate
style in the links bellow
Corporate slides
Q:\Templates for Faculties and
Departments\SU- Corporate
slides v2.pptx

Corporate Word Document

Q:\Templates for Faculties and
Departments\word template3 .docx

Find the updated SU forms in QA Drive and you can access them through the link

Q:\Templates for Faculties and Departments
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Faculty Exam Moderation Committee (FEC)
At this time, all faculties are preparing for final exams. An important part of this
process is the moderation of all papers. Here are the Terms of Reference for the
Faculty Exam Moderation Committee





Ensuring that University regulations and
guidelines set out in the Assessment Strategy and
Assessment Guidelines have been adhered to in
the drafting of assessments.
Cross-checking alignment of all assessments with
the specified learning outcomes and
competencies required by discipline.



Moderating all course work and assessments
(10% and above) aligned to national standards.



Approving the final assessment (after moderation)
to ensure standards and academic integrity are
maintained. The moderation process must
ensure that all Faculty assessments enable
students to demonstrate that learning outcomes
have been met and standards attained.



Determining any changes to assessment required
to enhance the quality of the programme and
reporting these to the University QA Committee.



Post-examination review of assessment to identify
any improvements required.



Ensuring exam security regulations are met in
accordance with the University Exam Procedures,
Security and Invigilation Policy to ensure
academic integrity.



Following up suspected assessment, examination
and invigilation security breaches and reporting to
the Faculty Examination Board.

Composition


Dean (Chair)



All Programme Coordinators



Secretary (Faculty member
nominated by the Dean)

Frequency of meetings
At least four times a year (before
and after each examination
period).
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OAAA Institutional Standards Reassessment
The result of the OAAA Institutional Standards Assessment were published
in July 2018. According to the Final Report, SU did not meet the criteria for
all standards and has been placed on probation for a period of 12 months.
The University will therefore undergo an Institutional Standards
Reassessment in 2019. A self-study application will be submitted to the
OAAA in May 2019, and a Reassessment Review Panel will visit the campus
in August 2019.
The DVC Academic Affairs is leading the preparations for Reassessment
with the Institutional Planning and Effectiveness team. They are working
with all areas concerned and are confident that SU will meet all standards in
2019.
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GOVERNANCE AND COMPLAINCE
Code of Practice and
Terms of Reference
These were reviewed for all
Committees reporting to the
EMC and the Academic Board
and revised for 2018/19 as
required.

SU Policies

QA and QE Training

The first newsletter of new and
updated Policies & Procedures
was published in October and
sent to all staff.

Training is being provided to
the following during
Semester 1 2018/19:

You can view the Newsletter in the
link

Q:\SU Policies 2013-2019\Policies
Newsletter 2018-19

 Faculty Administrators and
Secretaries

 QA Representatives
 Faculty and Support Service
staff
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What is Risk Appetite?

Culture of Risk
One of the risk management team
objectives is to improve the culture of
risk management at SU amongst all
staff and students.
To promote this culture, 3 Risk
Management workshops were
conducted in the last 2 months to
support services staff, OETI staff and
students. Several more workshops
have been planned for delivery
throughout the year.
A Risk Management Friends team
was formed in September 2018
composed of students from different
faculties. The first activity was a
workshop for the team to understand
the concept of risk management. The
team also visited SQU in October to
meet with the SQU Student Risk
Management Group to discuss the
role of students and activities to be
conducted.

It is the amount and type of risk that
SU is willing to take in order to meet
our strategic objectives. These risks
can always change over time.
Risk appetites vary depending on
the sector, culture and objectives.
To achieve our mission and goals,
SU has to accept a degree of risk,
relative to the expected possible
benefits and/or rewards.
The Risk Management Committee is
responsible for setting the level of
tolerance for our risk appetite in key
risk areas. This is then approved by
the EMC and BoG.
SU carefully considers the impact of
the risk on the University’s main core
activities.
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